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LineView Solutions partners with BW Integrated Systems for
Line Monitoring Solutions; Companies to Co-exhibit at Pack Expo
Partnership will increase machine connectivity and access to data for customers

ROMEOVILLE, Ill. — Oct. 2, 2018 — BW Integrated Systems is pleased to announce a newly formed relationship with LineView
Solutions, a UK-based leader in manufacturing intelligence software. As an industry leader in the design and manufacture of
packaging systems integration and end-of-line packaging equipment solutions, the recently cemented partnership with LineView
is significant as BW Integrated Systems continues to grow and expand its integrated packaging solution footprint.
Through this partnership, BW Integrated Systems will extend LineView’s manufacturing intelligence software solutions across
their customer base to enrich the features and value of their integrated systems. As both an OEM for packaging equipment and a
leading systems integrator, BW Integrated Systems will also offer LineView through their services programs. The partnership also
enhances the product offering of parent company Barry Wehmiller’s packaging platform, BW Packaging Systems. Through BW
Packaging Systems, customers can find more than just a single machine, they can leverage the combined primary packaging,
labeling and end-of-line packaging systems of each of the Barry-Wehmiller packaging companies, including BW Integrated
Systems.
“Our clients are asking for a higher level of connectivity and access to actionable data,” said Tom Spangenberg, BWIS Vice
President of Integrated Systems. “Our ability to capture intelligence adds value to the manufacturing process and greatly
enhances our offering. We could not be more pleased to join forces with such a respected global company.”
BW Integrated Systems has installations in more than 50 countries around the world, providing technology and technical support
for manufacturing companies in a variety of global market segments including: automotive, beer and beverage, wine, spirits,
container manufacturing, food, household, personal care, dairy, paper, pharmaceutical and consumer mailing and collating. The
company has decades of experience in robotic solutions, packaging line design, integrated solutions, palletizers and depalletizers,
automated can-end and product handling equipment, case and tray packing and forming, advanced conveyance technology and
controls, unwrappers, destrappers, feeders, coolers and pasteurizers.
BW Integrated Systems and LineView Solutions will be demonstrating the latest manufacturing intelligence systems on stand S2406 and S-2100 at this year’s Pack Expo International, Chicago, Illinois, Oct. 14—17.
ABOUT BW INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (BWIS)

BW Integrated Systems is an industry leader in the design and manufacture of end-of-line packaging equipment solutions and packaging
automation, as well as systems integration. With seven manufacturing facilities and more than 800 team members worldwide, BW Integrated
Systems is a global partner for our customers and has installations in more than 50 countries around the world. Our products and service
network provide differentiated technology and technical support for manufacturing companies in a variety of global market segments,
including automotive, beer and beverage, wine, spirits, container manufacturing, food, household, personal care, dairy, paper, pharmaceutical,
and consumer mailing and collating. BW Integrated Systems packaging professionals have decades of application experience in robotic
solutions, packaging line design, integrated solutions, palletizers and depalletizers, automated can-end and product-handling equipment, caseand tray-packing, case- and tray-forming, advanced conveyance technology and controls, unwrappers, destrappers, feeders, coolers and
pasteurizers. For more about BW Integrated Systems, a Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems company, go to bwintegratedsystems.com.

ABOUT LINEVIEW SOLUTIONS

LineView Solutions have been developing information systems for manufacturing environments, particularly liquid packaging
industry, for more than 15 years and worked with some of the most recognizable names in manufacturing. All of their
production monitoring systems, including their flagship LineView™ line information system, are built from an operational
perspective and are designed to deliver actionable information direct to the production teams. LineView Solutions has an
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internal team of highly experienced operational consultants who work with production teams from the start of each project to ensure that the
site achieves real long-term improvement. Formed in 2001, LineView Solutions has become a world leader in manufacturing improvements and
were recently designated a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner. To learn more, go to lineview.com.

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER

Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating,
sheeting and paper-converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven
growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $3 billion organization with nearly 12,000 team members united by a common belief: to use the power
of business to build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his book, Everybody Matters: The
Extraordinary Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to barrywehmiller.com.

